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Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Neutrinos vs. photons

Neutrinos vs. photons

+ there is plenty of evidence for photons coming from the sun

+ solar νs: flux ∼ 1011

cm2 sec
. . . seen in various experiments

+ CMB: relic photons

+ relic νs: flux ∼ 1010

cm2 sec
. . . not observed yet

+ common knowledge: there are more photons than neutrinos
in our universe (nγ ' 412 cm−3 & nν ' 336 cm−3)
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Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Standard CνB

Standard picture

νth

(T ≃ MeV)

νL

CMB

BBN

end of inflation

today

CνB

• CMB (measured)
Tγ ' 2.73 K ' 2.35 · 10−4 eV
nγ ' 412 cm−3

• standard CνB (predicted)
Tνth ' Tγ · (4/11)1/3 ' 1.95 K
nνth ∼ 336 cm−3

• Neff = 3.2 ± 0.5
Ade et al. (2016)

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 30. Constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses for vari-
ous data combinations.

This is slightly weaker than the constraint from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+BAO (which is tighter in both the
CamSpec and Plik likelihoods), but is immune to low level sys-
tematics that might a↵ect the constraints from the Planck polar-
ization spectra. Equation (57) is therefore a conservative limit.
Marginalizing over the range of neutrino masses, the Planck con-
straints on the late-time parameters are28

H0 = 67.7 ± 0.6

�8 = 0.810+0.015
�0.012

9>=>; Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext. (58)

For this restricted range of neutrino masses, the impact on the
other cosmological parameters is small and, in particular, low
values of �8 will remain in tension with the parameter space
preferred by Planck.

The constraint of Eq. (57) is weaker than the constraint of
Eq. (54b) excluding lensing, but there is no good reason to disre-
gard the Planck lensing information while retaining other astro-
physical data. The CMB lensing signal probes very-nearly lin-
ear scales and passes many consistency checks over the multi-
pole range used in the Planck lensing likelihood (see Sect. 5.1
and Planck Collaboration XV 2016). The situation with galaxy
weak lensing is rather di↵erent, as discussed in Sect. 5.5.2. In
addition to possible observational systematics, the weak lensing
data probe lower redshifts than CMB lensing, and smaller spa-
tial scales, where uncertainties in modelling nonlinearities in the
matter power spectrum and baryonic feedback become impor-
tant (Harnois-Déraps et al. 2015).

A larger range of neutrino masses was found by Beutler et al.
(2014) using a combination of RSD, BAO, and weak lens-
ing information. The tension between the RSD results and
base ⇤CDM was subsequently reduced following the analysis
of Samushia et al. (2014), as shown in Fig. 17. Galaxy weak
lensing and some cluster constraints remain in tension with base
⇤CDM, and we discuss possible neutrino resolutions of these
problems in Sect. 6.4.4.

28To simplify the displayed equations, H0 is given in units of
km s�1Mpc�1 in this section.
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Fig. 31. Samples from Planck TT+lowP chains in the Ne↵–H0
plane, colour-coded by �8. The grey bands show the constraint
H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s�1Mpc�1 of Eq. (30). Notice that higher
Ne↵ brings H0 into better consistency with direct measurements,
but increases �8. Solid black contours show the constraints from
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+BAO. Models with Ne↵ < 3.046 (left
of the solid vertical line) require photon heating after neutrino
decoupling or incomplete thermalization. Dashed vertical lines
correspond to specific fully-thermalized particle models, for ex-
ample one additional massless boson that decoupled around the
same time as the neutrinos (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.57), or before muon
annihilation (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.39), or an additional sterile neutrino
that decoupled around the same time as the active neutrinos
(�Ne↵ ⇡ 1).

Another way of potentially improving neutrino mass con-
straints is to use measurements of the Ly↵ flux power spectrum
of high-redshift quasars. Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2015)
have recently reported an analysis of a large sample of quasar
spectra from the SDSSIII/BOSS survey. When combining their
results with 2013 Planck data, these authors find a bound

P
m⌫ <

0.15 eV (95 % CL), compatible with the results presented in this
section.

An exciting future prospect is the possible direct detection
of non-relativistic cosmic neutrinos by capture on tritium, for
example with the PTOLEMY experiment (Cocco et al. 2007;
Betts et al. 2013; Long et al. 2014). Unfortunately, for the mass
range

P
m⌫ < 0.23 eV preferred by Planck, detection with the

first generation experiment will be extremely di�cult.

6.4.2. Constraints on Ne↵

Dark radiation density in the early Universe is usually parame-
terized by Ne↵ , defined so that the total relativistic energy density
in neutrinos and any other dark radiation is given in terms of the
photon density ⇢� at T ⌧ 1 MeV by

⇢ = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢�. (59)

The numerical factors in this equation are included so that
Ne↵ = 3 for three standard model neutrinos that were thermal-
ized in the early Universe and decoupled well before electron-
positron annihilation. The standard cosmological prediction is
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Fig. 30. Constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses for vari-
ous data combinations.

This is slightly weaker than the constraint from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+BAO (which is tighter in both the
CamSpec and Plik likelihoods), but is immune to low level sys-
tematics that might a↵ect the constraints from the Planck polar-
ization spectra. Equation (57) is therefore a conservative limit.
Marginalizing over the range of neutrino masses, the Planck con-
straints on the late-time parameters are28

H0 = 67.7 ± 0.6

�8 = 0.810+0.015
�0.012

9>=>; Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext. (58)

For this restricted range of neutrino masses, the impact on the
other cosmological parameters is small and, in particular, low
values of �8 will remain in tension with the parameter space
preferred by Planck.

The constraint of Eq. (57) is weaker than the constraint of
Eq. (54b) excluding lensing, but there is no good reason to disre-
gard the Planck lensing information while retaining other astro-
physical data. The CMB lensing signal probes very-nearly lin-
ear scales and passes many consistency checks over the multi-
pole range used in the Planck lensing likelihood (see Sect. 5.1
and Planck Collaboration XV 2016). The situation with galaxy
weak lensing is rather di↵erent, as discussed in Sect. 5.5.2. In
addition to possible observational systematics, the weak lensing
data probe lower redshifts than CMB lensing, and smaller spa-
tial scales, where uncertainties in modelling nonlinearities in the
matter power spectrum and baryonic feedback become impor-
tant (Harnois-Déraps et al. 2015).

A larger range of neutrino masses was found by Beutler et al.
(2014) using a combination of RSD, BAO, and weak lens-
ing information. The tension between the RSD results and
base ⇤CDM was subsequently reduced following the analysis
of Samushia et al. (2014), as shown in Fig. 17. Galaxy weak
lensing and some cluster constraints remain in tension with base
⇤CDM, and we discuss possible neutrino resolutions of these
problems in Sect. 6.4.4.

28To simplify the displayed equations, H0 is given in units of
km s�1Mpc�1 in this section.
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Fig. 31. Samples from Planck TT+lowP chains in the Ne↵–H0
plane, colour-coded by �8. The grey bands show the constraint
H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s�1Mpc�1 of Eq. (30). Notice that higher
Ne↵ brings H0 into better consistency with direct measurements,
but increases �8. Solid black contours show the constraints from
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+BAO. Models with Ne↵ < 3.046 (left
of the solid vertical line) require photon heating after neutrino
decoupling or incomplete thermalization. Dashed vertical lines
correspond to specific fully-thermalized particle models, for ex-
ample one additional massless boson that decoupled around the
same time as the neutrinos (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.57), or before muon
annihilation (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.39), or an additional sterile neutrino
that decoupled around the same time as the active neutrinos
(�Ne↵ ⇡ 1).

Another way of potentially improving neutrino mass con-
straints is to use measurements of the Ly↵ flux power spectrum
of high-redshift quasars. Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2015)
have recently reported an analysis of a large sample of quasar
spectra from the SDSSIII/BOSS survey. When combining their
results with 2013 Planck data, these authors find a bound

P
m⌫ <

0.15 eV (95 % CL), compatible with the results presented in this
section.

An exciting future prospect is the possible direct detection
of non-relativistic cosmic neutrinos by capture on tritium, for
example with the PTOLEMY experiment (Cocco et al. 2007;
Betts et al. 2013; Long et al. 2014). Unfortunately, for the mass
range

P
m⌫ < 0.23 eV preferred by Planck, detection with the

first generation experiment will be extremely di�cult.

6.4.2. Constraints on Ne↵

Dark radiation density in the early Universe is usually parame-
terized by Ne↵ , defined so that the total relativistic energy density
in neutrinos and any other dark radiation is given in terms of the
photon density ⇢� at T ⌧ 1 MeV by

⇢ = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢�. (59)

The numerical factors in this equation are included so that
Ne↵ = 3 for three standard model neutrinos that were thermal-
ized in the early Universe and decoupled well before electron-
positron annihilation. The standard cosmological prediction is
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Fig. 30. Constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses for vari-
ous data combinations.

This is slightly weaker than the constraint from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+BAO (which is tighter in both the
CamSpec and Plik likelihoods), but is immune to low level sys-
tematics that might a↵ect the constraints from the Planck polar-
ization spectra. Equation (57) is therefore a conservative limit.
Marginalizing over the range of neutrino masses, the Planck con-
straints on the late-time parameters are28

H0 = 67.7 ± 0.6

�8 = 0.810+0.015
�0.012

9>=>; Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext. (58)

For this restricted range of neutrino masses, the impact on the
other cosmological parameters is small and, in particular, low
values of �8 will remain in tension with the parameter space
preferred by Planck.

The constraint of Eq. (57) is weaker than the constraint of
Eq. (54b) excluding lensing, but there is no good reason to disre-
gard the Planck lensing information while retaining other astro-
physical data. The CMB lensing signal probes very-nearly lin-
ear scales and passes many consistency checks over the multi-
pole range used in the Planck lensing likelihood (see Sect. 5.1
and Planck Collaboration XV 2016). The situation with galaxy
weak lensing is rather di↵erent, as discussed in Sect. 5.5.2. In
addition to possible observational systematics, the weak lensing
data probe lower redshifts than CMB lensing, and smaller spa-
tial scales, where uncertainties in modelling nonlinearities in the
matter power spectrum and baryonic feedback become impor-
tant (Harnois-Déraps et al. 2015).

A larger range of neutrino masses was found by Beutler et al.
(2014) using a combination of RSD, BAO, and weak lens-
ing information. The tension between the RSD results and
base ⇤CDM was subsequently reduced following the analysis
of Samushia et al. (2014), as shown in Fig. 17. Galaxy weak
lensing and some cluster constraints remain in tension with base
⇤CDM, and we discuss possible neutrino resolutions of these
problems in Sect. 6.4.4.

28To simplify the displayed equations, H0 is given in units of
km s�1Mpc�1 in this section.
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Fig. 31. Samples from Planck TT+lowP chains in the Ne↵–H0
plane, colour-coded by �8. The grey bands show the constraint
H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s�1Mpc�1 of Eq. (30). Notice that higher
Ne↵ brings H0 into better consistency with direct measurements,
but increases �8. Solid black contours show the constraints from
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+BAO. Models with Ne↵ < 3.046 (left
of the solid vertical line) require photon heating after neutrino
decoupling or incomplete thermalization. Dashed vertical lines
correspond to specific fully-thermalized particle models, for ex-
ample one additional massless boson that decoupled around the
same time as the neutrinos (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.57), or before muon
annihilation (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.39), or an additional sterile neutrino
that decoupled around the same time as the active neutrinos
(�Ne↵ ⇡ 1).

Another way of potentially improving neutrino mass con-
straints is to use measurements of the Ly↵ flux power spectrum
of high-redshift quasars. Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2015)
have recently reported an analysis of a large sample of quasar
spectra from the SDSSIII/BOSS survey. When combining their
results with 2013 Planck data, these authors find a bound

P
m⌫ <

0.15 eV (95 % CL), compatible with the results presented in this
section.

An exciting future prospect is the possible direct detection
of non-relativistic cosmic neutrinos by capture on tritium, for
example with the PTOLEMY experiment (Cocco et al. 2007;
Betts et al. 2013; Long et al. 2014). Unfortunately, for the mass
range

P
m⌫ < 0.23 eV preferred by Planck, detection with the

first generation experiment will be extremely di�cult.

6.4.2. Constraints on Ne↵

Dark radiation density in the early Universe is usually parame-
terized by Ne↵ , defined so that the total relativistic energy density
in neutrinos and any other dark radiation is given in terms of the
photon density ⇢� at T ⌧ 1 MeV by

⇢ = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢�. (59)

The numerical factors in this equation are included so that
Ne↵ = 3 for three standard model neutrinos that were thermal-
ized in the early Universe and decoupled well before electron-
positron annihilation. The standard cosmological prediction is
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• CMB (measured)
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• standard CνB (predicted)
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• Neff = 3.2 ± 0.5
Ade et al. (2016)
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Fig. 30. Constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses for vari-
ous data combinations.

This is slightly weaker than the constraint from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+BAO (which is tighter in both the
CamSpec and Plik likelihoods), but is immune to low level sys-
tematics that might a↵ect the constraints from the Planck polar-
ization spectra. Equation (57) is therefore a conservative limit.
Marginalizing over the range of neutrino masses, the Planck con-
straints on the late-time parameters are28

H0 = 67.7 ± 0.6

�8 = 0.810+0.015
�0.012

9>=>; Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext. (58)

For this restricted range of neutrino masses, the impact on the
other cosmological parameters is small and, in particular, low
values of �8 will remain in tension with the parameter space
preferred by Planck.

The constraint of Eq. (57) is weaker than the constraint of
Eq. (54b) excluding lensing, but there is no good reason to disre-
gard the Planck lensing information while retaining other astro-
physical data. The CMB lensing signal probes very-nearly lin-
ear scales and passes many consistency checks over the multi-
pole range used in the Planck lensing likelihood (see Sect. 5.1
and Planck Collaboration XV 2016). The situation with galaxy
weak lensing is rather di↵erent, as discussed in Sect. 5.5.2. In
addition to possible observational systematics, the weak lensing
data probe lower redshifts than CMB lensing, and smaller spa-
tial scales, where uncertainties in modelling nonlinearities in the
matter power spectrum and baryonic feedback become impor-
tant (Harnois-Déraps et al. 2015).

A larger range of neutrino masses was found by Beutler et al.
(2014) using a combination of RSD, BAO, and weak lens-
ing information. The tension between the RSD results and
base ⇤CDM was subsequently reduced following the analysis
of Samushia et al. (2014), as shown in Fig. 17. Galaxy weak
lensing and some cluster constraints remain in tension with base
⇤CDM, and we discuss possible neutrino resolutions of these
problems in Sect. 6.4.4.

28To simplify the displayed equations, H0 is given in units of
km s�1Mpc�1 in this section.
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Fig. 31. Samples from Planck TT+lowP chains in the Ne↵–H0
plane, colour-coded by �8. The grey bands show the constraint
H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s�1Mpc�1 of Eq. (30). Notice that higher
Ne↵ brings H0 into better consistency with direct measurements,
but increases �8. Solid black contours show the constraints from
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+BAO. Models with Ne↵ < 3.046 (left
of the solid vertical line) require photon heating after neutrino
decoupling or incomplete thermalization. Dashed vertical lines
correspond to specific fully-thermalized particle models, for ex-
ample one additional massless boson that decoupled around the
same time as the neutrinos (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.57), or before muon
annihilation (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.39), or an additional sterile neutrino
that decoupled around the same time as the active neutrinos
(�Ne↵ ⇡ 1).

Another way of potentially improving neutrino mass con-
straints is to use measurements of the Ly↵ flux power spectrum
of high-redshift quasars. Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2015)
have recently reported an analysis of a large sample of quasar
spectra from the SDSSIII/BOSS survey. When combining their
results with 2013 Planck data, these authors find a bound

P
m⌫ <

0.15 eV (95 % CL), compatible with the results presented in this
section.

An exciting future prospect is the possible direct detection
of non-relativistic cosmic neutrinos by capture on tritium, for
example with the PTOLEMY experiment (Cocco et al. 2007;
Betts et al. 2013; Long et al. 2014). Unfortunately, for the mass
range

P
m⌫ < 0.23 eV preferred by Planck, detection with the

first generation experiment will be extremely di�cult.

6.4.2. Constraints on Ne↵

Dark radiation density in the early Universe is usually parame-
terized by Ne↵ , defined so that the total relativistic energy density
in neutrinos and any other dark radiation is given in terms of the
photon density ⇢� at T ⌧ 1 MeV by

⇢ = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢�. (59)

The numerical factors in this equation are included so that
Ne↵ = 3 for three standard model neutrinos that were thermal-
ized in the early Universe and decoupled well before electron-
positron annihilation. The standard cosmological prediction is
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nγ ' 412 cm−3

• standard CνB (predicted)
Tνth ' Tγ · (4/11)1/3 ' 1.95 K
nνth ∼ 336 cm−3

• Neff = 3.2 ± 0.5
Ade et al. (2016)
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Fig. 30. Constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses for vari-
ous data combinations.

This is slightly weaker than the constraint from Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowP+lensing+BAO (which is tighter in both the
CamSpec and Plik likelihoods), but is immune to low level sys-
tematics that might a↵ect the constraints from the Planck polar-
ization spectra. Equation (57) is therefore a conservative limit.
Marginalizing over the range of neutrino masses, the Planck con-
straints on the late-time parameters are28

H0 = 67.7 ± 0.6

�8 = 0.810+0.015
�0.012

9>=>; Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext. (58)

For this restricted range of neutrino masses, the impact on the
other cosmological parameters is small and, in particular, low
values of �8 will remain in tension with the parameter space
preferred by Planck.

The constraint of Eq. (57) is weaker than the constraint of
Eq. (54b) excluding lensing, but there is no good reason to disre-
gard the Planck lensing information while retaining other astro-
physical data. The CMB lensing signal probes very-nearly lin-
ear scales and passes many consistency checks over the multi-
pole range used in the Planck lensing likelihood (see Sect. 5.1
and Planck Collaboration XV 2016). The situation with galaxy
weak lensing is rather di↵erent, as discussed in Sect. 5.5.2. In
addition to possible observational systematics, the weak lensing
data probe lower redshifts than CMB lensing, and smaller spa-
tial scales, where uncertainties in modelling nonlinearities in the
matter power spectrum and baryonic feedback become impor-
tant (Harnois-Déraps et al. 2015).

A larger range of neutrino masses was found by Beutler et al.
(2014) using a combination of RSD, BAO, and weak lens-
ing information. The tension between the RSD results and
base ⇤CDM was subsequently reduced following the analysis
of Samushia et al. (2014), as shown in Fig. 17. Galaxy weak
lensing and some cluster constraints remain in tension with base
⇤CDM, and we discuss possible neutrino resolutions of these
problems in Sect. 6.4.4.

28To simplify the displayed equations, H0 is given in units of
km s�1Mpc�1 in this section.
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Fig. 31. Samples from Planck TT+lowP chains in the Ne↵–H0
plane, colour-coded by �8. The grey bands show the constraint
H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s�1Mpc�1 of Eq. (30). Notice that higher
Ne↵ brings H0 into better consistency with direct measurements,
but increases �8. Solid black contours show the constraints from
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP+BAO. Models with Ne↵ < 3.046 (left
of the solid vertical line) require photon heating after neutrino
decoupling or incomplete thermalization. Dashed vertical lines
correspond to specific fully-thermalized particle models, for ex-
ample one additional massless boson that decoupled around the
same time as the neutrinos (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.57), or before muon
annihilation (�Ne↵ ⇡ 0.39), or an additional sterile neutrino
that decoupled around the same time as the active neutrinos
(�Ne↵ ⇡ 1).

Another way of potentially improving neutrino mass con-
straints is to use measurements of the Ly↵ flux power spectrum
of high-redshift quasars. Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2015)
have recently reported an analysis of a large sample of quasar
spectra from the SDSSIII/BOSS survey. When combining their
results with 2013 Planck data, these authors find a bound

P
m⌫ <

0.15 eV (95 % CL), compatible with the results presented in this
section.

An exciting future prospect is the possible direct detection
of non-relativistic cosmic neutrinos by capture on tritium, for
example with the PTOLEMY experiment (Cocco et al. 2007;
Betts et al. 2013; Long et al. 2014). Unfortunately, for the mass
range

P
m⌫ < 0.23 eV preferred by Planck, detection with the

first generation experiment will be extremely di�cult.

6.4.2. Constraints on Ne↵

Dark radiation density in the early Universe is usually parame-
terized by Ne↵ , defined so that the total relativistic energy density
in neutrinos and any other dark radiation is given in terms of the
photon density ⇢� at T ⌧ 1 MeV by

⇢ = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢�. (59)

The numerical factors in this equation are included so that
Ne↵ = 3 for three standard model neutrinos that were thermal-
ized in the early Universe and decoupled well before electron-
positron annihilation. The standard cosmological prediction is
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Dirac neutrinos in the early universe

+ Dirac neutrinos get their mass from the Yukawa coupling

Lν = Y i j
ν

(
ei

L
νi

L

)
· H̃ νR

j + h.c.

+ mν . 0.1 eVy singular values of Yν . 10−12

+ standard CνB initially consists only of left–chiral neutrinos νL
while νR are too weakly coupled Antonelli, Fargion, and Konoplich (1981)

(R:=Γ/H)νL

RIGHT-HANDED NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS IN THE EARLY UNIVERSE 9 . ~  

At any given energy one has dominant  reactions that  may thermalize the right- 
handed neutrinos:  

1) For my ~ T << m~ (m o is the electron mass) the most important  mechanism 
responsible for va-interaction with matter is Vn~L, since the electron density is lower 
than the neutrino density by a factor 10 -s due to electron-positron annihilation after 1 s. 

2) For m~ ~ T ~ m~ (m~ is the ninon mass) processes of the kind 3) with elec- 
trons also play an important  role. 

3) At higher temperatures m~ < T~- 10rap (mp is the proton mass) the density 
of hadrons is so large that  their wave functions overlap. We do not know how to 
calculate the quark density and vR-interactions in this interval. However, it seems 
reasonable to assume that  no drastic increase in vR-interactions occurs at this stage. 

4) For 10rap ~ T < M w we have an ideal gas of leptons, quarks and gluons and 
therefore we can compute the va-interactions with lcptons and quarks. 

5) For energies T > Mw intermediate vector bosons are present as free particles, 
but the contributions of vW-interactions are not the dominant  ones due to cancellation 
between different kinds of diagrams. 

The main contributions that  may keep neutrinos in thermal equilibrium in the 
different energy ranges are presented in fig. 1. 

Let us review the equilibrium ratio R for ~L-interactions with matter  as given 
by (13). The general bchaviour of R is described in fig. 2, where we have taken into 
account the appearance of different species of elementary particles. 
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Fig.  2. - E q u i l i b r i u m  ra t io  for  l e f t - h a n d e d  n e u t r i n o  as a func t ion  of the  energy .  The  dashed  line 
ind ica tes  t he  u n c e r t a i n t y  in the  n e u t r i n o - h a d r o n s  p h e n o m e n o l o g y  for ~nergies in the  r a n g e  
mrs< E~lOmp. The  neu t r i no  mass  is a s s u m e d  to  be m v = 10 eV. 

In  the present analysis we limit ourselves to considering only 6 quark flavours as 
well as 6 elementary leptons and only a few additional flavours may contribute to 
vn_interaetions (3,6). 

From fig. 2 one can see the usual result, namely that  the temperature T _ 1 MeV 
corresponds to the decoupling temperature for vr (B = 1). 

I t  should be noted that  while for energies in the range M~ > T >> my, the equi- 
l ibrium ratio R for v~ increases as T 3, for higher energies (T > Mz) the ratio R 
increases less rapidly, namely R ~ T. (On the contrary a crude extrapolation of the 
pointlike theory predicts R ~  Ta.) Figure 3 shows the corresponding equilibrium ratio 
for vi~ interaction. I t  follows, as shown in this figure, that  there is no thermal cqui- 

(a) S. WEINBERG: Phys. Scr., 21, 773 (1980); J .  YiNG,  T.  N. SCHRAMM, (~. STEIGMAN and  R.  
T. ROOD: Astrophys. J., 227, 697 (1979);G.  STEIGMAN: S U I P R  R e p o r t  No. 791 (1979). 
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l ibrium for v R for the energy range considered, assuming a mass my = 10 eV. Indeed 
the curve exhibits a maximum at T ~ ~ l z /3 ,  where /~ ~ 10 -s. At larger energies the 
thermalization ratio R decreases rapidly and consequently the vR cannot be in thermal 
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Fig. 3. - Equilibrium ratio for right-handed neutrinos as a function of the energy. 

2 and therefore one may obtain However, for v~ interactions R is proportional to mu 
thermal  equilibrium at T _ M J 3  for m v ~ 10 keV; but this value for stable neu- 
trinos is in clear disagreement with the well-known constraint on the cosmological 
deceleration parameter  (s). The small steplike decreases at energies T----- m~ and T _ m e 
correspond to the annihilation of muon and electron pairs. At energies 10rap > T > m~ 
similar effects should occur due to the disappearance of heavier elementary fermions, 
but  those effects are hidden by the unknown behaviour of the ncutrino-hadron inter- 
actions. 

In conclusion, it follows from our previous analysis that  thermal equilibrium does 
not occur for the vr~ at least until  T _~ 10 GeV; moreover, by extrapolating the pre- 
dictions of the model considered, we expect that,  if right currents do not exist, no 
thermal  equilibrium can occur for light r ight-handed neutrinos at temperatures lower 
than 100 GeV. In the light of this result we may infer a lower bound on the ratio 
between left-handed and right-handed neutrinos temperatures after the v L decoupling; this 
ratio may be evaluated using the entropy conservation law and it can be expressed as 
follows : 

(14) TL/T ~ = ( N R / N L )  ~  9 

Here N~ and 2V L are the total  numbers of spin states of all the particles and anti- 
particles (already enumerated above) which are in thermal equilibrium at the two 
decoupling temperatures Ta and Tr, respectively. Therefore the ratio (14) must satisfy 
the inequali ty 

(15) T L / T  R ~ 2.4. 

This result may be interesting from the cosmological point of view regarding the for- 
mation of two neutrino populations with different velocity distributions and their 
relevance to the formation of the galaxies (e). 

$ $ $  

The authors thank Prof. N. CABIBBO, L. MAIANI and M. LUSIGNOLI for helpful 
discussions and suggestions. 

{e) F.R.  KLINKEAYIER and C. A. NORMAN: Astroq.ohys. J .  Left., L1, 243 (1981); D. FArtGION: INFN 
preprint-244, Rome, 19/3/81. 
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+ ΓνR � H implies:
• no thermal production of νR as well as
• no thermalization of existing abundance of νR

+ assume that there is a primordial nonthermal abundance of νR

+ most extreme possibility: degenerate Fermi gas
fill νR states from the bottom up
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Evolution of the nonthermal background

nνR (T ) = nνR (TRH) ·
(

a(TRH)
a(T )

)3

scale factor E
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Direct detection of CνB on earth

Direct detection of CνB on earth

+ proposal: capture ν’s with tritium 3H Weinberg (1962)

β decay: 3H → 3He+ + e− + νe

• 〈Eνth
kin〉today ≈ 1.7 · 10−4 eV

• ∆m2
12 ≈ 7.5 · 10−5 eV2

∆m2
13 ≈ 2.5 · 10−3 eV2

y at least two species
are nonrelativistic!
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Figure 1. A cartoon illustrating the expected signal from the three active C⌫B neutrinos of mass m1 '
m2 ' m3 = m⌫ (solid line), and from a hypothetical, mostly sterile, neutrino mass state, ⌫4, of mass m4

(dashed line). The C⌫B signal is displaced from the beta decay endpoint by 2m⌫ , and the ⌫4 signal would
be displaced by m⌫ + m4. The signal and background are not represented to scale. Here Ke = Ee � me is
the electron kinetic energy, and K0

end denoted by the vertical dashed line refers to the beta decay end point
kinetic energy in the m⌫ = 0 limit. For a details, see Sec. 2.3 and Sec. 3.

measurements. In the first place, a direct detection would confirm that the relic neutrinos are still
present in the universe today – a reasonable assumption if the neutrinos are stable, but one which
has no empirical confirmation from cosmological observations alone. To put this less dramatically,
a direct detection of the C⌫B would probe late time e↵ects, those occurring after recombination,
such as neutrino clustering (and therefore the neutrino coupling to gravity), changes in the C⌫B
flavor composition or number density due to neutrino decay, or decay of heavy relics into neutri-
nos, and so on. Perhaps even more importantly, a direct detection of the C⌫B would constitute the
first probe of non-relativistic neutrinos (since current detectors are only sensitive to relatively large
neutrino masses), and thereby open the window onto an entirely new kinematical regime. Studying
non-relativistic neutrinos could allow for tests of certain neutrino properties that are di�cult to access
at high momentum such as the Dirac or Majorana character of neutrinos.

Given the importance of a direct detection of the C⌫B, it is not surprising that research in this
field has been active and uninterrupted. In 1962 Weinberg was the first to advocate for C⌫B detection
via neutrino capture on beta-decaying nuclei (NCB) since this process requires no threshold energy
[7]. The NCB technique is primarily limited by availability of the target material and by the need
for extremely high precision in measuring the electron energy1. Other detection methods have their
own challenges. The Stodolsky e↵ect, for instance, could allow C⌫B neutrinos to be detected by
their coherent scattering on a torsion balance [8, 9], but the expected accelerations are well below the
sensitivity of current detectors [10, 11], and vanishes if the C⌫B is lepton-symmetric. In the last few
years, attention has focused again on Weinberg’s NCB technique, and a number of detailed studies
have assessed the prospects for detection with a tritium target [12–16]. In this type of an experiment,
the smoking gun signature of C⌫B capture, ⌫ + H3 ! He3 + e�, is a peak in the electron spectrum at
an energy of 2m⌫ above the beta decay endpoint; see Fig. 1. Detecting this peak requires an energy
resolution below the level of m⌫ = O(0.1 eV). Compared to other beta-decaying nuclei, tritium
makes a particularly attractive candidate target because of its availability, high neutrino capture
cross section, long lifetime (12 years), and low Q-value [12]. For a 100 gram target, the expected

1In his paper, Weinberg reports of an experimental attempt being carried out by R. W. P. Drever at the University
of Glasgow at the time of his writing, resulting in a preliminary bound on the C⌫B Fermi energy EF < 500 eV. We
have been unable to retrieve any other information on this early experiment.
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+ relic ν’s are (mainly) nonrelativistic

+ chiralities mix via the mass term: νR → “νnt” & νL → νth

å half of the initial νR are “gained” for detection via β−1

+ clustering stronger for nonthermal neutrinos

å Dirac suppression can be completely undone
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measurement of relic neutrinos may be impossible
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Is there an appropriate νR production mechanism?

+ e.g. fermionic preheating Greene and Kofman (1999)
Baacke, Heitmann, and Patzold (1998)

+ large amounts of νR get produced during inflation and get
‘cooled down’ afterwards
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Summary & outlook

neutrinos might be more abundant than photons!

tcreation Neff relic density
νth tBBN ∼ 1 s 3.046 nνth ≈ 336 cm−3

νnt tinfl. . 0.7 nνnt . 217 cm−3

γ t ' 3.8 · 105 a 16/7 nγ ≈ 412 cm−3

(nνnt . 84 cm−3 for ∆Neff = 0.2)

nonthermal neutrinos may spoil the distinction between Dirac
and Majorana

nonthermal neutrinos directly probe the universe at the stage
of inflation
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Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Summary & outlook

Standard picture + nonthermal Dirac neutrinos
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Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Backup

Fermionic preheating

Fermionic preheating

+ ingredients Greene and Kofman (1999)
Baacke, Heitmann, and Patzold (1998)

X massive scalar field φ such as inflaton w/ V (φ) ∼
m2
φ

2
φ2

X coupling to fermions λ φΨΨ

y (nonperturbative) “parametric resonance” effect:

Greene and Kofman (1999)

q := λ2 φ2
0/m

2
φ

εF ∼ q1/4 mφ

q1/4

2
∼ εF

TRH
= ξ . 3
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Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Backup

Fermionic preheating

Nonthermal νR production mechanism

• to produce nonthermal νR one needs a coupling

L ⊃ λ φ νRCνR + h.c.
• Majorana mass term forbidden by e.g. ZL

4
Witten (2001)

• reheating of the SM via perturbative decay of φ,
or φ2H2 coupling and the “scalar” parametric resonance

Kofman, Linde, and Starobinsky (1994) ; Traschen and Brandenberger (1990)
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+ obvious difference: spectrum?

å would require e− energy resolution of O
(
10−4

)
eV

+ annual modulation? Lisanti, Safdi, and Tully (2014)

due to different mean velocity

〈vCνB, nt〉 = 572 (1 + z)
(
0.1 eV

mν

) 
∆N(νR)

eff
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〈vCνB, th〉 = 1580 (1 + z)
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redshiftå it would in principle also be possible
Huang and Zhou (2016)

+ however, this would require O
(
106

)
recorded events
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